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An experimental study of the mechanical response of frozen soft biological tissues to applied compressive
stresses is presented. This study is related to the mechanical stresses that develop due to the contraction
of frozen tissues in cryopreservation as well as in cryosurgical procedures. The main concept in this study
is that the stresses associated with the constrained contraction of the frozen tissue, i.e., due to temperature
variations within the frozen tissue, can be simulated by an external mechanical load which is applied to
the frozen tissue while the tissue is maintained at a uniform temperature. A new apparatus for measuring
compressive stresses and strains of frozen biological tissues in cryogenic temperature range is presented.
A new technique for processing the fresh biological tissue into a cylindrical frozen sample for mechanical
testing is introduced. Results of compression tests on rabbit liver, kidney, and brain are presented and are
compared with available data from the literature on sea ice and single ice crystals. An unusual response
of frozen biological tissues to compressive stress was observed: after the initial, roughly linear elastic
portion there was a series of sudden stress drops at constant strain, each followed by a linear increase of
stress with strain to the next drop. This phenomenon, which is attributed to the accumulation of microcracks,
broadly resembles plastic deformation, and thus provides some support for simple mechanical models
invoked in theoretical studies. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

The extent of injury of biological tissues by tals and cells also affects the destruction pro-
cess during the phase transition process (11).freezing is influenced by many factors: the

Destruction mechanisms after the phasecooling rate (5, 7, 23), the thawing rate (17),
transition has been completed are related tothe minimal temperature achieved (6), the
thermal stresses in the frozen state. It hasnumber of repeated freezing–thawing cycles
been suggested that elastic deformations re-(8, 20), and the presence of cryoprotectants
sulting from these stresses may cause me-(4, 22). The mechanisms of cryodestruction
chanical damage to cell membranes (21).may generally be separated into two groups:
High thermal stresses may develop due tothe first is related to the freezing process
large temperature differences at the frozenwithin the phase transition temperature range
region, as is the case in a typical cryosurgi-(0 to 0227C), while the second group is re-
cal procedure (19), or in the process of cryo-lated to further destruction after phase transi-
preservation (5, 10). It was demonstratedtion has completed. Destruction mechanisms
theoretically that, for a spherical cryoprobeof the first group are related to heat transfer,
and typical physical properties of ice, themass transfer, and chemical equilibrium in the
thermal stress can easily reach the yieldintracellular and extracellular solutions (13–
strength of the frozen tissue (19). It was pro-16). Mechanical interaction between ice crys-
posed that thermal stresses which produce
plastic (permanent) deformation of the fro-
zen tissue may therefore severely increase
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473MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF FROZEN BIOLOGICAL TISSUES

brane and to the tissue structure. The analy-
sis accounted for plastic deformations by as-
suming an elastic–perfectly plastic model
for the mechanical response of the freezing
tissue. However, this idealized response to
a mechanical load has not been based on
experimental data since, to the best of our
knowledge, such data have not been re-
ported. The analysis in Ref. (19) revealed
that both tensile and compressive stress exist
in a cryoprocedure. Hence, both tensile and
compressive strength are of interest.

The aim of the present experimental study
was to examine the response of the frozen
soft biological tissues to compression under
an external load. The main concept underlying
this study is that the stresses associated with
the constrained contraction of the frozen tis-
sue, i.e., due to temperature variations within
the frozen tissue, can be simulated by an exter-
nal mechanical load which is applied to the
frozen tissue while it is maintained at a uni-
form temperature. The rationale for this con-
cept is well established in the study of de-
formable bodies: the deformations associated
with stresses are not dependent on the origin
of the stress. The response of the frozen tissue
to an external load is a function of many fac-
tors such as the percentage of blood and other
body fluids per unit volume of tissue, chemical
content, properties of the extracellular matrix, FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of the load chamber of

the experimental apparatus for compression tests of frozenand fiber strength and orientation. The me-
tissues in cryogenic temperatures. See text for details.chanical properties under study in the present

work are the yield strength, the maximal
strength, and the elasticity modulus, where the
ratio of the tissue strength to its elasticity mod- on rabbit liver, kidney, and brain are presented
ulus is the most important parameter in an and are compared with available data from the
elastic–perfectly plastic model (19). literature on sea ice and single ice crystals.

A new apparatus for measuring the stress–
EXPERIMENTAL SETUPstrain relationship in a frozen biological tis-

sue, in a cryogenic temperature range, is de- The experimental apparatus is based on a
standard mechanical testing system: MTS-scribed. The apparatus is based on a standard

load device and a special load chamber for 976.21-23. The load is applied by an hydraulic
piston, with accurate control of the rate oflow temperatures. A new technique for pro-

cessing the fresh biological tissue into a cylin- loading. The load magnitude is measured by
a load cell MTS-661.21A-03. As illustrated indrical frozen sample for a compression load

test is introduced. Results of compression tests Fig. 1, a special loading chamber has been
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designed and constructed to accommodate the tially moves with the lower surface of the tis-
sue sample) relative to column 5 (which keepsfrozen tissue sample during the tests. In order

to maintain a constant cryogenic temperature, the upper surface of the tissue sample station-
ary) is measured by extensometer 7, MTS-the tissue sample was immersed in liquid ni-

trogen while the experiment was performed. 632.110-20. One arm of the extensometer is
connected to column 5 by fixture 6, while theAll parts of the loading chamber were made

of commercial steel, unless otherwise noted. other arm is connected to disk 4 by rod 8. A
hole in fixture 6 acts a guide for the upper endWith reference to Fig. 1, the load-carrying

components of the chamber are: shell 2, which of rod 8.
Temperatures were monitored at two pointsrests on ram 12; cover 4, which rests on the

shell, consisting of an annular disk to which by copper–constantan thermocouples, 9. One
thermocouple was located at the center of theis welded a capped tube; and column 5, which

presses against the stationary platen 11 on its cap of cover 4 through a 1-mm hole, while
the other was attached to the tube, above theupper end and bears on the tissue sample 1

on its lower end. Hence, if the steel compo- tissue’s upper surface. The second thermocou-
ple served as a liquid nitrogen level indicator;nents are viewed as essentially rigid, then the

upper face of the tissue sample 1 is held sta- it shows the liquid nitrogen boiling tempera-
ture as long as the sensor is below the coolanttionary, while its lower face displaces upward

with the tube cap, tube, disk, and shell which level.
are rigidly driven by the ram 12.

METHOD OF OPERATIONShell 2 has the following dimensions: a
height of 235 mm, an outer diameter of 140 Tissues to be used in the compression tests

were obtained from 12 New Zealand Whitemm, a wall thickness of 6.35 mm, and a base
thickness of 12.7 mm. Four holes, each 5 mm rabbits (2.5–4 kg) by excising the liver, kid-

neys, and brain soon after death. These organsin diameter, were drilled in shell 2, at a dis-
tance of 16 mm from the shell edge to relieve were procured from rabbits that had been sac-

rificed for other studies in which the heart wasnitrogen gas. The vacuum insulated container
3 is stainless steel (Thermos) and holds up to excised under general anesthesia of halothane

(2.5 liters/min) administered via a ventilator.0.75 liters of coolant. The annular disk has an
outer diameter of 150 mm, an inner diameter These procedures were carried out in accor-

dance with the guidelines and standards of theof 25.4 mm, and a thickness of 12.7 mm; the
tube has an outer diameter of 32 mm, an inner United States Public Health Services for use

and care of laboratory animals and with thediameter of 25.4 mm, and a length of 175 mm,
which includes the 19-mm-thick cap. Eight approval of the Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee of the Allegheny-Singer Re-equally spaced holes, each 3 mm in diameter,
were drilled along the tube, four on each side, search Institute.

Compression tests were performed on fro-to allow the liquid nitrogen to surround the
tissue sample. Column 5 has a total length of zen cylindrical tissue samples of rabbit liver,

kidney, and brain. Tissue samples were taken240 mm. The upper 112 mm and bottom 13
mm have a diameter of 25.35 mm allowing immediately after the animal was sacrificed

according to the following protocol. The freshsmooth, yet constrained axial movement rela-
tive to the annular disk and tube. The column organ, i.e., liver, kidney, or brain, was excised

from the body and placed on a flat dish. Thehas a reduced diameter of 20.6 over the re-
maining 115 mm; this reduces friction be- dish was sealed and placed immediately in a

freezer, maintained at 0207C, for a period oftween the column and the tube and permits
liquid nitrogen to flow freely inside the tube. 48 to 72 h. The sealing was required in order

to avoid drying of the tissue surface. SpecialThe displacement of cover 4 (which essen-
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FIG. 2. Schematic presentation of a cutting tool (a) for the preparation of a cylindrical sample of a frozen
tissue and its way of operation. First, the cutting tool cuts a cylinder of frozen tissue (b) and then the bases
of the cylinder are cut perpendicular to the cylinder centerline (c).

care was taken to avoid blood losses from the placed on shell 2, while the tissue sample, to-
gether with a part of the column and a part oforgan (especially in the liver case). Using a

cylindrical cutting tool (Fig. 2a), cylindrical the tube, was immersed in the liquid nitrogen.
Finally, the extensometer arms were connectedsamples were cut out from the frozen organs

(Fig. 2b). Using a sharp blade, the bases of by rubber bands to fixture 6 and rod 8.
The experiment was started after all partsthe cylindrical sample were cut perpendicular

to the centerline of the cylinder (Fig. 2c). Cut- reached thermal equilibrium. The thermal
equilibrium was observed as the extensometerting and shaping the tissue sample was accom-

plished in a few minutes, without any signifi- signals decay, i.e., no relative movement was
observed between the cover and the beam. Itcant thawing of the frozen organ. The shaped

cylindrical sample was than immersed imme- was noted that the extensometer movement
can be observed long after the thermocouplesdiately in liquid nitrogen and kept at 01967C

until the compression test was performed, a are showing a constant temperature. Finally,
the test was performed under displacementday or two later. Cutting tools having an inner

diameter of 8.7 and 11.8 mm were used. The control, with a velocity of 0.083 mm/min. The
values of load vs the relative displacement atratio of the height to the diameter of each

sample was kept in the range of 0.8 to 1.5. the extensometer were plotted and the thermo-
couple temperatures were monitored. The pre-Prior to experimentation shell 2 (Fig. 1) was

placed on the load device, and container 3 was cooling period took about 15 min for the first
test and between 2 and 3 min between eachplaced inside the shell and filled with liquid

nitrogen. The tube of cover 4 and column 5 two successive tests. Each compression test
took from 3 to 10 min depending on the di-were precooled for a few minutes. The tissue

sample was transferred in the frozen state and mensions of the frozen sample, the tissue type,
and the number of the load cycles.placed on the upper surface of the cap of the

tube. The column was inserted into the tube so Pilot tests were performed, with and with-
out tissue samples, to study the load chamberthat rod 8 slides into fixture 6. Cover 4 was
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changes from one of stretching of interatomic
bonds to one of crystal planes slipping over
one another through the movement of disloca-
tions, which are defects in the crystalline lat-
tice. Hardening denotes the tendency for the
stress to drive this second deformation mecha-
nism to increase as the strain increases; mate-
rials vary widely as to their rate of hardening
(the slope of the strain–stress curve in the
plastic regime). This regime of deformation is
referred to as plastic for the following reason.
When the sample is unloaded (the stress re-
duced), the dashed stress–strain curve in Fig.FIG. 3. Schematic presentation of typical stress–strain

relationships for various materials. 3 is followed, rather than original stress–
strain curve; there remains a permanent plas-
tic strain after the stress has been reduced
completely to zero. This general stress–strainresponse. Displacements measured with tissue
response is typical for metals. A stress–strainsamples were more than two orders of magni-
curve for sea ice is also shown in Fig. 3 (24).tude larger than the displacements of the load

A simplified elastic–perfectly plastic model,chamber without tissue samples. Therefore,
representing idealized plastic behavior, is alsothe load chamber is sufficiently rigid relative
shown in Fig. 3. The only difference betweento the tissue that it can be neglected in analysis
this and a more realistic curve, such as ofof the data.
metal or of sea ice, is the sudden change from

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the elastic slope to a flat curve with zero slope
(no hardening). This model still reflects theThe mechanical response of materials is

typically plotted in terms of stress s (axial permanent deformation that remains upon un-
loading. It should also be noted that in thisforce divided by specimen cross-sectional

area) versus strain e (change in length of spec- model (and to a good approximation in actual
stress–strain curves) reloading of the sampleimen divided by initial length). To put the

stress–strain curves of frozen tissues in con- involves retracing the dashed unloading curve
with plastic deformation resuming when thetext, two schematic stress–strain curves (mea-

sured in compression) of other materials are original plastic curve is reached.
A representative stress–strain curve forshown in Fig. 3. Metals (the most widely stud-

ied materials) typically have an initial linear liver tissue is presented in Fig. 4. The ram
moves steadily (and hence the strain increasesportion referred to as the elastic regime; the

slope is the elastic modulus E (or Young’s steadily) from the beginning to the end of the
test. Following a roughly linear regime, themodulus). In this regime, the strain will de-

crease to zero again if the load (and hence stress suddenly drops. Since displacement is
controlled, the stress drop represents a suddenstress) were to be reduced to zero. At a certain

point, the stress–strain curve becomes nonlin- drop in the material’s load-carrying capacity.
The stress then increases to a somewhat higherear and assumes a slope which is markedly

lower than that in the elastic regime. This is level at which point an additional stress drop
occurs. After some number of stress dropsreferred to as the plastic regime, and the point

at which noticeable deviations from linearity (each generally at an increasingly higher level
of stress), a maximum stress is reached; thisoccur is called the yield stress, sy . In metals,

the underlying mechanism of deformation point is designated by M in Fig. 4. For many
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FIG. 4. Typical results of a load test of a liver sample.

of the samples, the following additional obser- To summarize the observations, we have
found elastic behavior up to rather smallvation was made: at some strain after the max-

imum stress is reached, the stress drops as- strains, on the order of 0.005, and a sawtooth
pattern of stress thereafter featuring a seriessume a sawtooth pattern, with the maximum

and minimum stresses being approximately of sudden stress drops followed by a linear
return to a roughly constant upper level ofconstant. Eventually, the sample reaches a

strain at which complete failure occurs, with stress. The stress drops are on the order of
one-third to one-half of the upper level ofthe specimen reduced to rubble.

Some compression tests were performed in stress. The linear returns to the upper stress
level occur with a slope that is close to thewhich the sample was unloaded at several points

prior to final failure (Fig. 5). The first unloading initial slope, although, after considering the
statistics of the 26 samples, there appears tosequence from B to C essentially followed the

initial portion AB, suggesting that the material be on average a 10% increase in slope be-
tween the initial slope and the final slope tois indeed still elastic at B. The load is raised

again and at point E the first stress drop occurs. failure. At any point the stress can be reduced
to zero leaving a permanent strain; reloadingThe stress at E might be termed the yield stress.

Thereafter, under constantly increasing strain, a brings the stress linearly up to the upper level
of stress at which point the stress drop phe-series of stress drops occur, and then at F the

sample was fully unloaded to G, leaving some nomenon reappears. Final failure occurs at rel-
atively large strains, 10 times that at whichpermanent strain. Clearly, upon unloading, the

shape of the stress–strain curve is similar to the the first stress drop appears, reducing the spec-
imen to rubble.initial elastic curve. Upon reloading, no stress

drops occurred until the point I, which is at a Certainly, in detail the observations differ
sharply from the smooth curve of a plasticallystress similar to that at which previous load

drops occurred. Load drops continued to occur deforming metal. One is tempted to speculate
that the stress drops correspond to the forma-under steadily increasing strain until total failure

at J. tion of small fissures or microcracks in the
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FIG. 5. A demonstration of a multiload cycle.

material. However, these cracks do not propa- On the other hand, when the results are
viewed broadly, they are reminiscent of angate very far after initiating (as indicated by

the continuing ability to carry load), perhaps elastic–perfectly solid in that there is an elas-
tic portion followed by a region in which con-because they encounter internal boundaries

which arrest them. Such a phenomenon is not tinued deformation can occur at roughly con-
stant stress. The continuing deformation isuncommon in heterogeneous brittle materials.

Normally, one would expect the slope of the plastic in the sense that unloading of the speci-
men leaves it with a permanent strain; smoothstress–strain curve to drop after microcracks

initiate (18). Hence, the return to roughly the reloading up to the previous level can take
place at which point continuing ‘‘plastic’’ de-original elastic slope suggests partial ‘‘heal-

ing’’ at the cracks, where the term healing is formation can occur.
However, defining an average stress atused in the sense that the specimen has a re-

newed ability to carry load but not in the sense which continuing plastic deformation can oc-
cur is not simple given the nonsmooth naturethat the microcracks have disappeared. That

there should be a gradual increase in slope of the stress–strain curves. The stress at which
the first stress drop occurs is quite erratic,with increasing microcracks is curious and re-

mains unexplained. The final and sudden re- sometimes being very low. Thereafter, though,
one typically sees an isolated strain at whichduction of the sample to rubble at complete

failure is suggestive of a solid riddled with a maximum stress is reached, while during
the remainder of the strain history, the stressmicrocracks which reaches some critical point

at which all the cracks coalesce. fluctuates between roughly consistent levels.
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TABLE 1
Experimental Data of Elasticity Modulus and Strength of Rabbit Liver, Kidney, and Brain,

Compared with Mechanical Properties of Single Ice Crystals and Sea Ice

Elasticity modulus Yield strength Maximal strength
(mean { STD) (mean { STD) (mean { STD)

Material GPA MPa MPa Reference

Rabbit liver 14.8 { 4.5 53.5 { 9.1 Present study
(n Å 26) (n Å 11)

Rabbit kidney 22.9 { 4.6 132.2 { 35.1 Present study
(n Å 30) (n Å 11)

Rabbit brain 9.5 { 1.7 29.6 { 6.1 Present study
(n Å 7) (n Å 4)

Single ice crystal 13–18.5 9
Single ice crystal 2.8–17.5 3
Sea ice 3–100 7.9–22.2 24
Sea ice 0.75–3.31 2
Sea ice 3–13 1

We have repeatedly found that the mean stress cause both have high saline content and since
the bulk of biological tissue is water.during the fluctuations is approximately 75%

of the maximum stress. Since it is operation- The elastic moduli of frozen tissues from
rabbit liver, kidney, and brain fall within theally simpler, we define strength based on the

maximum stress, although the fluctuating wide range of values reported for sea ice and
are rather close to the elastic modulus of singlestress at, on average, 75% of that level might

be viewed as more representative. ice crystals. The maximum strength appears
to be up to one order of magnitude higherThis view of the observations motivates the

extraction of two representative parameters than the yield strength of sea ice. These large
differences cannot be explained by the differ-from the experimental results: E, the elastic

modulus (from the initial portion of the curve, ent definitions for strength, where the maximal
strength of sea ice is less than 1.5 times theor between stress drops) and smax , the maxi-

mum strength of the frozen tissue, points M yield strength (24). The large differences may
be explained by the contribution of the extra-in Figs. 4 and 5. These are compared with

data from sea ice and single ice crystals in cellular matrix and the biological fibers to the
strength of the frozen tissue (making it a com-Table 1. The elasticity modulus was measured

a few times for each sample, before and during posite material), which are absent from sea
ice. One may speculate that the strength underthe stress drops, and therefore the group size

for the elasticity modulus in Table 1 is larger tensile stress (shown earlier to be relevant to
cryoprocedures) would be no more than, andthan for the maximal strength (only one value

of maximal strength can be obtained from possibly much less than, the compressive
strength. This is based on the interpretation ofeach sample). The mechanical properties of

sea ice have been widely studied for sea trans- stress drops as signaling microcrack formation
and on the relatively weak response in tensionportation (24); their strength and elasticity

modulus have been found from standard com- typical of such brittle materials.
Two additional observations were madepression tests (1, 2). The elastic modulus for

single ice crystals were measured with ultra- during the experimental work, which are not
quantified at this stage: (i) The frozen brainsonic techniques (3, 9). It seems worthwhile

to compare biological tissues with sea ice be- tissue was found to be much less resistant to
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impact than the other frozen tissues. (ii) Sam- effect of a pressure-dependent freezing tem-
perature should not influence the results. How-ples taken from the cortex of the kidney were

found to be stronger and stiffer than samples ever, this effect might be taken in account in
future mathematical analyses, in regionstaken from the medulla.

The liver, kidney, and brain have different where high stresses are developed at relatively
high temperatures.strengths and stiffness, with the frozen kidney

tissue having higher values and the frozen
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSbrain tissue having lower values. It was dem-

onstrated by Rabin and Steif (19) that the ratio A pilot study of the mechanical response of
frozen soft biological tissues to an externalof yield strength to stiffness, sy /E, is a critical

parameter in the elastic–perfectly plastic ther- load in compression is presented. The main
concept in this study is that the mechanicalmal stress problem. Although there are sig-

nificant differences in the mechanical proper- load due to the constrained contraction of the
frozen tissue, i.e., due to temperature varia-ties among the frozen liver, kidney, and brain,

the ratio sy,ave /E was found to be 2.7 1 1003, tions within the frozen region, can be simu-
lated by an external mechanical load which is4.4 1 1003, and 2.3 1 1003 for the liver, kid-

ney, and brain, respectively; where sy,ave is applied directly to the frozen tissue, which is
held at a uniform temperature. The rationaledefined here as 75% of smax , as discussed

above. for this concept is well established in the study
of deformable bodies: the deformations asso-It was suggested by Gao et al. (8) that the

thermal expansion coefficient is the dominate ciated with stresses are not dependent on the
origin of the stress. The mechanical propertiesparameter that characterizes the phenomenon

of fracture in the frozen material. Gao et al. under study in the present work are the com-
pressive strength and the elastic modulus.have studied the effect of glycerol, as a cryo-

protectant, on the thermal expansion coeffi- A new load chamber for measuring the
stress–strain relationship of frozen biologicalcient. Here we claim that the tendency to frac-

ture depends on the strength (or strength-to- tissues in cryogenic temperature range was de-
signed and constructed. The load chamber canstiffness ratio) which limits the level of

stresses, in addition to the thermal expansion fit into a standard mechanical testing appara-
tus. A new technique for processing the freshcoefficient which drives the thermal stresses.

For example, a frozen material with a higher soft biological tissue into a cylindrical frozen
sample for a compression test is introduced.strength-to-stiffness ratio will be able to with-

stand higher strains due to thermal expansion Experimental data of the strength and elas-
tic modulus of rabbit liver, kidney, and brainbefore the first fracture appears, for a given

arbitrary temperature gradient. It follows that in a cryogenic temperature range are pre-
sented. Comparing with available data fromthe influence of cryoprotectants, or cryosensi-

tizers, on the strength to stiffness ratio should the literature, the elastic modulus of frozen
tissues was found to be within the wide rangealso be studied in order to gain a better control

on cryopreservation or cryodestruction pro- of elastic modulus reported for sea ice. Liver
and brain tissues were found to be within thecesses.

It is known that the freezing temperature wide range of elastic moduli of single ice crys-
tals, while kidney tissues were found to beof water decreases as the pressure increases,

above some extreme critical pressure. For ex- about 20% stiffer than the upper end of the
single ice crystals range. The maximalample, the freezing temperature of water at

100 MPa is 097C (12). Since the compression strength of the frozen tissues appears to be up
to one order of magnitude higher than thetests in this study were performed at the liquid

nitrogen boiling temperature, i.e.,01967C, the yield strength of sea ice. The ratio of an aver-
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